Standing Silent in the Night - Mission 4 - 11302.12

Summary:  The battle was over.  Both ships and their crew were alive.  The USS Claymore had fared slightly better than the USS Cataria.  After a large impact from the explosion of the USS Cataria's warp core both ships drift outside SB514s operational range.  The Claymores systems come online as power stabilizes…

************************* Resume Joint Mission ****************************

@ACTION: The immediate threat past, Captain Knight succumbs to his injuries, slumping once more in his chair.

CAG FltLt Hawk says:
::After being tossed from the explosion, picks himself slowly off the floor with a groan and limps back to the helm.  Taking a quick inventory, he can feel one eye quickly swelling shut and taste blood from his lower lip.  Someday, he would have to learn to NOT lead with his face::
Andy CEO LtJG McQuade says:
@::Returns to the bridge engineering station.::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::In medical, staring up at the ceiling, taking deep breaths as pain shoots up her arm.::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::From his spot at primary tactical, leaning slightly against the console to keep some weight off his left knee, tapping at his sensor board now that power has returned::
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@CEO: Damage report
Andy CMO Knight-Sky says:
@::A look at the children shows her they are still hanging in there.  Grabbing the biobed, she pulls herself up.::
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@::Checks the COs pulse again:: *Sickbay* The CO requires medical attention, he has a steady pulse though.
TO LtJG Kytides says:
::Rises to a knee and leans against his console but takes a moment before getting up further, a hand held against his head::
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@::Stands up from the helm for a moment::
Andy CEO LtJG McQuade says:
@::Looks over the console readings.::  XO: Main engineering is in lock down form warp core ejection.  Both impulse drives are down, we are operating on starboard impulse reactor which is at 40%.   Communications is down; sensors are down, we are just lucky to be in one piece sir.
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@SOPS: You ok? ::Glances around at the rest of the bridge crew::
Andy CMO Knight-Sky says:
@XO:  Do we have transporters?
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@::Nods::
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@::listens to McQuade for a moment, getting a sense of how much snot they had knocked out of them::
Andy CEO LtJG McQuade says:
@::Looks to Conor.  Negative on transporters sir.  No targeting sensors.
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@CEO: Sounds like you have some work cut out for you and your crew in the meantime
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Takes her hand from her shoulder and turns to Kytides, noticing he's holding his head::  TO: Lieutenant are you ok?

@ACTION: Temperatures on the Cataria continue to drop...21C, 20C, 19C...

Andy CEO LtJG McQuade says:
@XO: Aye sir.  But we can't even access main engineering until systems are restored to evac and scrup it from contaminants.
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
CO:  Captain, we are drifting free right now, but systems seem to be coming back.  Would you like to hold station here?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Though her body would disagree, her mind knew that her injuries were minimal to what would be coming in.  Carefully rolling onto her side, she uses her legs and good arm to stand.::
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@*Shuttlebay 1*: Shuttlebay 1, fire up the aerowing systems but leave it tethered to the ship, I need it to be my ears/eyes and mouth. Prepare all other shuttles for launch
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Attempts to identify the energy signature he's noted in the sensor logs, and having only marginal luck so far, though the computer does have some hypotheticals::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CAG: Aye, get a new tractor beam lock on Cataria.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Scrambles back to Senn's side:: CSO: Commander, you all right?
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
::Winces as he turns to acknowledge::  CO:  Aye, Captain
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CTO: Try to get the Cataria on communications.  If not begin scanning the vessel.
TO LtJG Kytides says:
::Blinks and resists giving his head a shake to clear it, not wanting to discover how that might feel at the moment, and stands carefully::  CO:  Yes, Captain.  Just shaken up.
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@CEO: Why is it getting so cold in here? Can you tell by the power draw if any of the internal forcefields are actually up?
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CO:  Understood, Sir.  ::Waits a half-beat, then pauses::  There is something in the sensor logs you should see.
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@SOPS: Can we move however slowly once we have some eyes on the outside world?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Grateful for the help::  CMO:  Technically?  I will be.  Just ignore any tears.
Andy CEO LtJG McQuade says:
@::Taps the environmental control looking at the data.::  XO: One second sir ODN is rather slow at this point.
CNS LtJG Foster says:
::Hearing the captain’s question he moves over to Kytides and runs his medical tricorder over him checking to see what damage was done.::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Opens a channel to the Cataria::  COM: Cataria:  This is Claymore to any personnel aboard Cataria.  If you are receiving this message, please respond.
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@*CMO*: Afraid not, no targeting sensors. Hold on a few minutes while we figure out the state of the ship before you send anyone on foot
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@::Nods hesitantly::  XO: Assuming we can access the engines...assuming the ship will actually hold in one piece while we do so...
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Begins a full scan of Cataria from stem to stern::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Walks over to tactical alongside Damrok::  CTO: What is it Commander?
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@::Turns and sits back down at the helm, seeing what kinds of control options he has through LCARS right now::
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
::Brings the Clay to a stable position, then engages the tractor beam on the Cat::  CO:  Tractor beam engaged, we are at station keeping, holding position.
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@::Nods at SOPS:: SOPS: Another upgrade for us in the near future then.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Without a word she watches as Foster takes a cue and she says no more knowing he has it handled::

@ACTION: Cataria temperatures continue to fall: 18C, 16C...

Andy CEO LtJG McQuade says:
@XO:  I reading problems with the environmental controls.  It isn't power related.  ::Continues to try and figure out the point of the failure.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Smiles as she hopes is encouragingly, and helps Senn back up onto a biobed:: CSO: I'll get you something for the pain and mend your arm.
Andy CMO Knight-Sky says:
@*XO*:  Our hands are full down here and  then some.  :: hates the fact that the needs of the many outweigh her desire to get to her husband.  But through their bond, she knows he is primarily alright.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CAG: Acknowledged Mr. Hawk.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CMO:  I know this is minor in comparison to other’s needs... if you could just set it and some pain pills I can back to the bridge and maybe be of some use.
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@*CMO* We'll keep an eye on him up here for the time being
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Looks down at the tactical console in front of Damrok::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CO:  Shortly before the heavy cruiser was destroyed, our sensors picked up an unidentified energy signature.  I'm reviewing the sensor logs right now, but... ::Pulls it up on the screen:: ...the more passes I have the computer make, it comes down to two likelihoods.
CNS LtJG Foster says:
TO:  Nothing broken, but can give you something for the pain if you'd like.
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@::Starts pacing the bridge:: All: Anyone know off hand the nearest supply locker?
Andy CEO LtJG McQuade says:
@::Stands.::  XO:  I'm not seeing anything from here.  I'll go check one of the Environmental relay stations on deck 3.
Andy CMO Knight-Sky says:
@*XO*:  Commander, some of us do not handle cold very well.  I suggest you send those not needed to the center of the ship.
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@CEO: Go *CMO* Acknowledged, the CEO is on his way to check the environmental controls now.
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@::Shakes his head and frowns at the lack of responsiveness from the computer::
TO LtJG Kytides says:
::Stops a reflexive negative shake of his head::  CNS:  I'll be fine.

@ACTION: The temperature in the Cataria falls...15C...

CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CO:  Either the Cataria was tagged with some kind of high intensity sensor beam, or a transporter signal.  We don't know anything about Vroa technology in either department, so it's impossible to say.  ::With some urgency::  But needless to say, we need to establish contact with them somehow.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Raises an eyebrow, looking at the screen then to Damrok::
Andy CMO Knight-Sky says:
@Brenden:  Go to our quarters and grab as many blankest as you can carry.  Brenden, you and Bri go get our heavy jackets.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CO:  If they get to a functional auxiliary craft, they'll at least have comms.
Andy CEO LtJG McQuade says:
@XO: Aye sir.  ::Enters the lift. entering his emergency access code.::  TL: Deck 3.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CSO: Of course.  ::Nods and lifts a hypospray, not wasting any words when actions are what's desired. Presses the hypo to Senn's neck, and takes an osteoregenerator to begin patching Senn's arm back together::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CTO: Agreed Commander.  Have you had any luck with comms?
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@::Swivels in his seat::  XO: Not in this class, no.
CNS LtJG Foster says:
TO:  Let me know if you change your mind.  ::Moves down to the helm to check on Hawk.::
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@::starts cracking open the supply lockers on the bridge counting the number of EVA suits::
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@SOPS: Agreed. An Akira class refitted with the same armor the Claymore has
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
::Looks up at the CNS with smile/grimace.  Speaks quietly::  CNS:  Hello Theron...  get pressed into medical duty?
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CTO: Is there any way we can send a vibration frequency down the tractor beam that would resonate against their hull?
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@*Shuttlebay 1*: I don't like asking for things twice. What is the state on the Aerowing?
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CO:  Not as yet.  We might need to look into other options -- code lights, perhaps a laser linkup...I'm still running sweeps to determine which of their systems are functional, but more have been negative than not.
Andy CEO LtJG McQuade says:
@::Helps pull the doors open on deck 3 and moves out into a dark corridor.::
Andy CMO Knight-Sky says:
@*XO*:  Are the shuttles still available?  Those more sensitive to the cold can go there, along with the more seriously injured.
TO LtJG Kytides says:
::Turns fully to his console, finding the work on the Vroa's heading between all the phaser firing and deck-hitting done::  CTO:  Sir, appears the Vroa were trying to warp to the galactic core.
Shuttlebay 1 says:
@::Coughs over the lines as he opens it:: *XO*: Aerowing in green condition.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Tries to relax::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Nods::  CTO: As I suspected after the blast and the fire fight.
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@*CMO* If you can find a clear path, I've told the shuttlebays to prepare them all for launch. Aerowing is staying docked for the time being however.
CNS LtJG Foster says:
::Flashes a grin.::  CAG:  Seems so,  ::Scans Hawk.::  Doesn't look too bad, think I did more damage to ya playing Parisis Squares.
Andy CEO LtJG McQuade says:
@::Wonders why the lights are dim, but moves down the corridor stopping at one of the main access panels.::
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
::Grins back::  CNS:  We weren't going to share that particular story.  Forget already?
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Nods to Kytides a moment, not processing the information until he has time to devote his full attention::  CO:  We could try, Captain.  A slight variation in frequency sent in pulses would do little harm and might serve as a way to "ping" the vessel.  With the tractor beam engaged, their structural integrity would be sufficiently reinforced.
Andy CMO Knight-Sky says:
@ *XO*:  I take it the lifts are offline?
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@::Starts donning one of the EVA suits::: SOPS: Suit up too just in case
Andy CMO Knight-Sky says:
@::Calls over to her overburdened staff to prepare to evacuate.::
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@*CMO*: Critical crew access only. Your access codes should be good.

@ACTION: Cataria temperatures drop to 14C...13C...12C...

Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@*CEO* Not everyone enjoys the cold you know...
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Finishes with the osteoregenerator and runs a quick scan of Senn's arm, then takes out the dermal regenerator to finish the patch job::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CTO: Then let's do it Commander at least until we can somehow get a comm link.
Andy CEO LtJG McQuade says:
@::Looks into the access hatch looking at one of the main environmental relays.::
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@::starts configuring all sensor and comm systems to relay through the Aerowing systems::
Andy CMO Knight-Sky says:
@*XO*:  Acknowledged.  We are heading out now.
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@::Pushes up from the console to his feet and wanders over towards the locker::
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
::Listening to the CTO and CO talk::  CTO:  Sir, is there any reason we can't just send someone over in a shuttle to talk to them?  Or transport over if transporters are online?
Andy CEO LtJG McQuade says:
@*XO*: Put on a jacket sir.  I would think someone in your command position would not need to be told of such simple things.  ::Snickers as he crawls in deeper.::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CO:  Understood, Captain.  ::Access the tractor controls and programs a sequence of pulses in standard code::
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@::Leaves the helmet unlocked for the time being and holsters a phaser on the suit while having a phaser rifle slung around his back for now::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CAG:  At minimum, operations should be able to transport a portable comm unit over to establish communication.  ::Looks to the captain::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Looks down at her arm.  The mottling is fading with the set bone.::
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@*CEO*:  What happens when I redirect power from deck 3 then? ::Chuckles::
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@::Begins putting on the EVA suit, not particularly enjoying the experience of having to wear one of these things again::
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@::Punches in the last few commands:: Self: And he said let there be sensors...
Andy CMO Knight-Sky says:
@Nurse:  Amanda, no.  Take only those that are stable and you know has a chance of survival.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CTO/TO: Have the TO beam over with a portable communication directly to their bridge.

@ACTION: Cataria's bridge sensor console lights up with information relayed from the Aerowing.

Andy CEO LtJG McQuade says:
@XO: Well sir that would make it harder for me to see what you broke.
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@::Punches a few more buttons:: Self: Let there be comms...
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CTO/TO: Make sure you take a phaser and tricorder before you leave.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Sets the device aside and pats Senn's arm gently:: CSO: You're fine for now, Commander. Drop in later when all this is over.   And... ::Hands her the tricorder:: Watch your step through the deck. Still plenty of hull breaches to avoid.
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@COM: USS Claymore: This is XO Power, can you read us?
Andy CMO Knight-Sky says:
@::After a moment of silence as her staff looks at her, realizing the logic of it, she watches as they shift slightly and begin to take the wounded out.::
Andy CEO LtJG McQuade says:
@*XO*: Well sir I can get this relay fixed.  It’s going to take some time.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CTO/TO: Belay that.
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
::Turns back to the helm, pleasantly surprised that his suggestion was worthwhile::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Turns to Kytides to speak when the comm board lights up::
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@::Starts using the Aerowing sensors to scan the ship::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Hops off the biobed.::  CMO:  Thanks doc... greatly appreciated.  ::Opens and closes her hand before leaving with another nod of thanks.::
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@*CEO* What about just making it stop getting colder, can you just kill the environmental systems to stop it actively cooling?
Andy CEO LtJG McQuade says:
@::Opens the relay panel and looks over the relays condition.::
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@::Returns to the helm::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CO:  Receiving communication from the Cataria.  Patching it through now.  ::Puts Power through::

@ACTION: Cataria temperatures drop to 11C...10C...9C...

CNS LtJG Foster says:
CAG:  You'll be fine though if I might make a suggestion, next time lead with your arms not your face, usually safer that way.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Nods to Damrok::  COM: USS Cataria: Commander Power this is Captain T'Shara we can read you.
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
::Gives the CNS a non-amused look::  CNS:  Ya think?
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Takes a breath as she watches Senn depart, then turns away and heads back into surgery::

@ACTION: McQuade gets that funny sense of being watched.

Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
COM: USS Claymore: Good to hear your voice Captain. We're slightly damaged back here. Getting basic comms and sensors up and going again was proving difficult...
Andy CMO Knight-Sky says:
@::As the children return, their heavy weather jackets on, she takes hers with thanks.::  Braeden, I need you to take the twins with you to the shuttle we set for you.  I want you to help guide some of my patients with you.  I will join you when I can.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Putting her hand back to her shoulder a minute she holds it for a second then puts the arm back down::
Andy CEO LtJG McQuade says:
@*XO*: Typically shutting down the ENV systems is a bad idea.  Its kinda Engineering 101 sir.   I'll see if I can access the temp control circuits, but in their current condition is might be.....  ::Pauses and turns from the relay and looks around.::   Sorry sir.  It might be over all bad to mess with them.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Makes her way quickly and carefully to the bridge.::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Stepping into the nearest lift, she crosses her fingers that there are no complications.::
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@*CEO* Do what you can for the time being. Check in in 5 minutes.
CNS LtJG Foster says:
::Grins at Hawks look before moving over to the captain.::
Andy CMO Knight-Sky says:
@::Can see the argument brewing on her children's faces.  But as she looks at them calmly, their training takes over and with a nod, the three of them help with the wounded.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
COM: USS Cataria: Aye, good to hear you as well Commander.  We have reestablished a tractor beam lock on the Cataria.  Commander Damrok has detected something in the sensor logs you should be aware of.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Almost as an aside::  TO:  The galactic core?  That's...odd.  ::Brings up the starchart and Kytides' work so far extrapolating the heavy cruisers anticipated course::
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@COM: USS Claymore: Give us the good news then Captain.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Turns from tactical a bit still standing next to it for the time being.::
Andy CEO LtJG McQuade says:
@*XO*:  Sir..  ::Looks back down the access panel.::  Sir these relays were tampered with.   If I mess with them they are going to go offline.  Period.  It will slow the cooling, but we will have about 1 hour of O2.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::As the lift stops, she steps off and takes a look around.::
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@::Curses at the news:: *CEO*: Understood, kill the cooling and get back up here. Grab an EVA suit in the meantime
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Notes one brother, one boyfriend, one captain, and most of the usual bridge crew and nods to herself.  Something’s were good.::

@ACTION: Cataria's temperature continues to fall...8C...6C...4C...

CO Capt T’Shara says:
COM: USS Cataria: It appears that you were tagged with some kind of high intensity sensor beam, or transporter signal.  Since we don't have a lot of information on the Vroa technology it's impossible to say.
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
::Turns to give the CSO a half-smile, then frowns as he takes in her appearance::
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@*Shipwide*:  Intruder alert. I want tactical teams on every deck checking every access panel, Jefferies tube and room.
Andy CMO Knight-Sky says:
@::Nods as medical quickly clears but for those that were seriously injured.::
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@SOPS: Lead the security effort. We have uninvited guests.
CNS LtJG Foster says:
::As he nears the captain he sees Eris step of the turbolift, looking a bit worse for wear but was on her feet and seemed undamaged, he feels tension leave his shoulders, glad she was alright.  But still wishing he'd been there to help her.::
Andy CMO Knight-Sky says:
@*MO Wilcox*:  James, Get your people into cold weather gear and those with lowest tolerance, get them to the shuttled.
Andy CEO LtJG McQuade says:
@::Brings the relay offline.:: *XO*: Aye sir.  Bringing environmental controls to their knees.
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@::Stands from his station, returning to the locker--this time for a phaser::
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@COM: USS Claymore: I'm guessing it’s a transporter beam, we've just discovered someone tampered with our environmental systems. We're starting to search the ship deck by deck. I'd suggest you do the same given your shields were down as much as ours.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Seeing Sky's face she looks down at herself and then back up wryly::  CAG:  No picture taking for at least a week.  Will you survive?
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CTO: Tell the marines to get ready.  Let's get an away team setup, full weapons.

@ACTION: Aerowing sensors register phaser fire on Deck 14.

Andy CEO LtJG McQuade says:
@::Sends a cascade failure command to all environmental relays ship wide.::
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
CO:  Captain, report from the flight deck. Damage is...  pretty significant.  We have no capability to launch from the normal launch tubes.  We can launch, albeit slowly, from the rear shuttle doors...  2 fighters at a time.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Hearing the comm and to no one::  Seriously?  Sabotage too?  ::Makes her way to her station, seeing that it is fine, and quickly logs in.::
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@::Starts sealing off deck 14 with internal forcefields:: *Tactical teams* Phaser fire on deck 14. Get down there now!
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
::Smiles slightly at Senn’s comment::  CSO:  Sure.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CAG: Understood Mr. Hawk.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Nods to her brother and pulls up sensors.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Turns to Damrok on word from Conor::  CTO: Have security teams begin checking the ship for any intruders.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CO:  Aye, Sir.  *TGS*:  Damrok to Oley.
Andy CEO LtJG McQuade says:
@::Looks back around before turning and slowly crawling to the access hatch.::

@ACTION: Environmental relays across the Cataria fail, and the temperature holds steady at 3.2C.

CNS LtJG Foster says:
::Approaches the captain having seen her holding her shoulder.::  CO:  How’s the shoulder?  ::Runs his tricorder over it.::
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@::Moves off to the turbolift quickly with that announcement::
TGS GS Oley says:
::With a bit of surprise in his voice::  *CTO*:  Oley here, Sir.
Tactical says:
@*XO*: Two teams enroute!
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
*TGS*:  Prepare your team to move out.  We have possible boarders on the USS Cataria.  They might need assistance to repel.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CSO: Good to see you Commander.  Can you begin doing a full sensor sweep of the Claymore checking for anything out of the ordinary while shields were down.
TGS GS Oley says:
::Startled::  *CTO*:  Aye, Sir!  We'll be in the transporter rooms in two minutes.  Oley out.
Andy CMO Knight-Sky says:
@*XO*:  Medical is clear but for the seriously injured.   Those that could and are of little help should be settled on the shuttled.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
*MA*:  Damrok to Golarex.
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@Turbolift: Deck 14!
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Glances at Foster::  CNS: There is some pain and discomfort.  I think I hit it when I landed on the decking.
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@COM: USS Claymore: We have intruders on deck 14 judging by the firefight taking place
Andy CEO LtJG McQuade says:
@::Looks out into the corridor before crawling out.::  Self: This is bloody insane.  ::Watches his breath in the cold air within the corridor.::
TGS GS Oley says:
::Aloud, to the staging room where most of the marines are waiting for instructions::  All:  You heard the man!  Let's move!  ::Picks up his pack and phaser rifle and heads for the door, the rest of the detachment in tow::
CNS LtJG Foster says:
::Nods looking at his readings.::  CO:  You'll probably want to get it looked at when you have a chance but I can give you something to dull the pain for now.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CO:  Thanks... I believe we should be able to do that... ::Hitting keys as she talks.::
MA SCPO Golarex says:
::Signals his team to hold::  *CTO*:  Golarex here.
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@::Starts sealing off decks 13 and 15 in addition to forcefields on deck 14::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
COM: USS Cataria: Acknowledged.  I have an away team prepping as we speak and should be there soon.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
*MA*:  Golarex, prepare your teams to repel boarders.  Standard Vroa search procedures.  Sweep all decks, and continue looking for casualties.  Shoot on heavy stun -- the use of lethal force is authorized if necessary.
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@::Bolts out on to Deck 14 as the turbolift doors open::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Nods to Senn::

@ACTION: As the forcefields activate on deck 14, a cascade failure rips through the forcefield system, dropping all forcefields. The hull breaches on decks 2-4 are now unprotected.

CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Taps his 'badge twice::  *TO1*:  Damrok to Kingston.
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
COM: USS Claymore: Thanks Captain. Commander Davis is leading the security effort from our side. Please have your teams check in with him.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Slight smile::  CNS: Thank you Counselor that should help.  It will have to wait on the further medical attention::
TO1 Lt Kingston says:
::From her post in main engineering::  *CTO*:  Kingston here, Sir.
Andy CEO LtJG McQuade says:
@::Thrown to the floor in the corridor on deck 3.::

@SCENE: Davis arrives on Deck 14 to find 4 officers down, and eight (two teams) arriving on the scene.

Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@::Curses at the forcefield failure:: *Shipwide* All personal on decks 2 through 4 are to evacuate to other decks immediately.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
*TO1*:  We're concerned about possible Vroa boarding parties.  I want some extra security on the bridge.  Leave one team there and dispatch gamma shift team one to cover your rotation in main engineering.  I'll call up the rest of the staff momentarily.  Golarex is leading the security patrol teams.
CNS LtJG Foster says:
::Preps a hypo and presses it to the captain’s shoulder hitting the button.::  CO:  I'm here to help.  ::Smiles as he moves off.::
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@::Proceeds carefully forward to the bodies of the fallen officers, but stops just short of them as he sees the other teams::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Glances up::  CO:  Captain, the shields on the Andromeda's breach sections just dropped.
TO1 Lt Kingston says:
*CTO*:  Aye, Sir.  I'll bring four.  Kingston out.
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@Security Teams: Clear every room and proceed forward.
TGS GS Oley says:
*CTO*:  Oley to bridge.  Our teams are in the transporter rooms and ready to move.
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@*SOPS* Internal forcefields are down, whatever is down there is now no longer contained. Decks 2-4 are now venting atmosphere too.
SEC says:
@SOPS: We--I didn't see anyone...   ::Holding his phaser, looking down the corridor, as two others move into the nearby office, and another checks the vitals of the down men::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Nods in thanks to Foster::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CO:  The marines are in position to transport, Captain.
MA SCPO Golarex says:
*CTO*:  Yes sir.  ::Signals the others back into motion, tapping his badge again and informing the other teams as he moves, peering carefully for anything out of the ordinary::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CSO: Acknowledged Commander.
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@*XO*: Understood. We're proceeding forward to clear the deck.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
*MA*:  Acknowledged, Senior Chief.  Status reports every five minutes.  No one goes anywhere alone.
SEC says:
@SOPS: Yes sir!   ::Moves into line with his partner and moves toward the next officer, preparing to clear it::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CTO: Energize.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Sends authorization to Buttler to begin transport::
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
COM: USS Claymore: Captain, hate to call on your services again. We've lost all internal forcefields, can you site to site beam any lifesigns off deck 2 through 4 to somewhere "safer" on the ship. In additional all internal forcefields are down. Whatever is on deck 14 is no longer contained.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CTO: Damrok have your team check in with Davis once they are on board the Cataria he is running security efforts over there.
Andy SEC Ens Jia says:
@::Nods, and instructs his team forward::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CO:  Understood, Sir.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Walks away from Tactical and down toward the center chair::
Andy CEO LtJG McQuade says:
@::Grabs the corridor wall and pulls himself into the access hatch.::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CO:  Sensors do not show anything or anyone coming aboard when the shields were down.  You can make the assumption we are Vroa free.  However... if they are cloaked... ::Shakes her head::  we are out of luck without some sensor alterations.
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@::His eyes wander down to the bodies::
Andy SEC 2 says:
@::Dashes out of a doorway ahead:: SOPS: Sir!
Andy CEO LtJG McQuade says:
@::Tears one of his pant legs and wraps it around his bleeding shoulder.::
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@*XO*: Commander, we have four men down here.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CSO: Can you make the modifications?
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Finds Davis' lifesign on the sensor sweeps, and wishes he could route a comm straight to him, but the computer denies him as there's no way for the Cataria's computer to do so::
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@::Starts using Aerowing sensors to scan deck 14 for any unusual life signs or energy readings::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Scans the Andromeda::  CO:  Yes... but it will tie up other resources.
Andy SEC Ens Jia says:
@::Advances forward to the next room with his men, instructing them to go on the other side of the door::
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@*SOPS* Acknowledged, I'll see what I can do for medical
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
COM: Cataria:  Cataria, this is Lieutenant Commander Damrok, chief tactical officer, USS Claymore.  We have a detachment of marines that are ready to beam over as reinforcements.  Where should we direct their beam-in?
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@::Looks to the other security officer ahead of them::
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@*CMO* We have 4 officers down on deck 14, can you send someone down with a tactical squad to get them?
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CSO: Do what you can without using to many resources.  We need everything we can get at this point.
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@*SOPS*: I have Claymore marines available. Where do you want them?
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@::Advances forward towards the security officer::
Andy SEC 2 says:
@SOPS: Sir! The armory! It's empty!
TO1 Lt Kingston says:
::Arrives on the bridge via the forward port turbolift, three security officers in tow, and marches toward Damrok::  CTO:  Reporting as ordered, Sir.
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
CO: Captain, fighter recovery is complete.  We're replenishing them, but it's slow going.  We can probably have a squadron ready in 4 hours.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
TO1:  Cover the turbolifts.  ::Points, in a rather meaningless gesture::
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@::As he's walking towards the security officer::  *XO*: Deck 14. I think we should flood the deck and work out from here. ::hears the officer's report::
TO1 Lt Kingston says:
::Nods once as her team fans out, departing herself toward the same turbolift from which she came::
Andy SEC Ens Jia says:
@::Bursts into the room, leading as he always does, phaser trained forward with his eyes::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CSO: Commander can you site to site people from decks 2 and 4 on the Cataria send them to outside main engineering or deck 12 or 13.
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@*SOPS*: Going to beam them in behind you. Flush out the deck and shoot whatever the hell got aboard.
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@SEC 2: The armory is empty?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Pulling up some data she pauses and looks over her shoulder.::  CO:  I should be able to.
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@::Hesitates for a moment, wondering what the hell is going on here, but he regains his composure almost immediately::
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@::Transfers the SOPS coordinates to the Claymore: COM: USS Claymore: Sending you the coordinates of SOPS on Deck 14. You can beam up there and join the hunt.
Andy SEC 2 says:
@SOPS: Yes sir. And two more officers down.
Andy CEO LtJG McQuade says:
@::Tightens the makeshift bandage before crawling down the access tubes.::  Self:  I just don't have time for.... ::Pauses and looks around again.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CAG: Understood Mr. Hawk.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Scans the decks in question and begins to get a lock on them.::
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@*XO*: Do that, Commander. We have two more down, and it looks like the intruders emptied the armory. 
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
COM: Cataria:  Copy that, Commander.  Relaying coordinates to the transporter room now.  ::Notifies Buttler of the beam-in coordinates, and shortly gets the "all clear" reply from the transporter room::
TGS GS Oley says:
@::Arrives on the deck behind another group of security officers, looking for the most senior officer present::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
COM: USS Cataria: We are working on that site to site Commander as we speak.
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@*SOPS* Understood. I'm going to evacuate the ship of all non-essential persons.
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@SEC 2: Let's go. Push forward from this point.  ::Gestures down the corridor, away from Jia's team::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::As soon as she has isolated the fourteen life signs, she beams them outside engineering on the Andromeda::
Andy SEC Ens Jia says:
@ALL: Clear, clear!
TGS GS Oley says:
@::Catches up with the security group::  Self:  Holy --  SOPS:  Commander Davis?  ::Snaps to::  Reporting as reinforcements, Sir.  ::The rest of the marine detachment falls in line::
MA SCPO Golarex says:
::After looking through the halls, enters the armory and tactical offices to check them::
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@::Turns::  TGS: Gunny. It's a chance to employ your MOUT training. Head away from the armory and clear every room. We've got to find whatever the hell came aboard.
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
*Shipwide*: This is the XO. All non-tactical and engineering staff are to evacuate the Cataria immediately. Use the escape pods and set a course for SB514 but do not attempt to board it until you get instructions from the Starbase.
Andy SEC Ens Jia says:
@::Exits the room and moves his men on to the next one::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Now that arrangements are complete, looks back to Kytides::  TO:  Lieutenant, let's extrapolate the course further.  Is there anything between here and the Galactic Core that would be of interest?
Andy CMO Knight-Sky says:
@*XO*:  Commander, I need the Claymore to take our seriously wounded.
CNS LtJG Foster says:
::Moves up by science and smiles at Eris.::  CSO:  Glad to see you are ok.
TGS GS Oley says:
@SOPS:  Aye, Sir!  ::Addresses the team::  Marines:  You heard the Commander.  Let's move.  ::Motions one fire team down the left-hand side of the corridor, and leads the other half down the right side::
Andy SEC Ens Jia says:
@::Bursts into the next room, looking left and right, then up::
Andy SEC Ens Jia says:
@::Finally he trains his eyes down and scans around, noticing a strange sort of indentation in the carpeting--the kind of thing you never notice on a Starfleet vessel::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@*Roberge*:  Damrok to Roberge.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CO:  I am going to flood the Claymore with a fine mist of one of the actinides to see what we shall see.  Permission to proceed.
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@COM: USS Claymore: More bad news. I have an empty armory too. I'm evacuating the ship of all non-essential persons right now. I'll have them wait in escape pods. Anything which makes a suspicious move can you grab with a tractor beam?
TO LtJG Kytides says:
CTO:  Checking, Sir.  ::Looks over the map, trying to catalogue anything of interest between here and their heading without setting a maximum limit on how far they could travel, not sure what their technology allows::
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@*CMO* Not right now. Nobody is going to take us on if we're infected with Vroa. Can you relocate to a shuttle or somewhere  out of the way for the time being?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CNS:  Glad be OK.. but I seem to be missing some memories.
Andy SEC PO3 Humphries says:
@::Follows Jia in, finally settling on what Jia's seeing::  Jia: What the hell is that?
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CSO: Permission granted.
CNS LtJG Foster says:
CSO:  Missing memories?
Andy SEC Ens Jia says:
@Humphries: It looks like something was there, maybe...something big.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CNS:  You want to warn the crew so people do not panic?
TGS GS Oley says:
@::Bursts into a side room on the right, stalking through with his fireteam in tow::  Aloud:  Clear.  ::Motions for his team to check the other areas while he covers::
MA SCPO Golarex says:
*CTO*:  Done checking tactical offices Sir.  Nothing out of the ordinary, continuing on to engineering sections of the deck.
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@*CEO* Status report, I haven't heard from you in a while.
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@::Advances forward with the marines::

@ACTION: All Cataria crew on decks 2-4 (including McQuade) are transported to deck 11.

CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Prepares the element::  CNS:  Yea... I do not remember going down to the science lab, why I was there or what happened before I woke up.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
*MA*:  Roger that.  Continue reporting.  Make sure the team stationed in the armory is rotated out on a regular schedule.
SEC LtJG Roberge says:
::Stands up, away from the biobed against which he was leaning::  *CTO*:  Roberge here, Sir.
Andy CMO Knight-Sky says:
@*XO*:  No... not if we want to keep them alive.  These are the seriously injured... we having nothing set up on the shuttles that can handle them and definitely not the man power.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
*Roberge*:  We're undergoing a repel boarders sweep.  Possible Vroa aboard Cataria;  we've had no indication they're aboard Claymore, but we're running at full alert.  Please notify the sickbay staff that the auxiliary ward we've set up is a more secure location.
Andy SEC Ens Jia says:
@::Moves out of the room, still confused, but more focused on finding intruders than furniture or stuff::
CNS LtJG Foster says:
CSO:  Well that’s worrisome but I guess something to address at a different time, I've got to get back to the Aux medical bay, will check on Gladwyn on my way.
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@*CMO* Afraid you've got to keep them in sickbay for the time being. I'll dispatch tactical team to cover sickbay until we get the situation under control
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CNS:  Thank you...
SEC LtJG Roberge says:
::Swallows once, and takes his sidearm out of its holster::  *CTO*:  ...Aye, Sir.  Roberge out.  ::Immediately goes to find Raeyld::
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@::On the opposite side of the corridor from Oley, he charges into another room, with two marines following::
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@::Sends a message to a tactical team to cover sickbay for the time being::
Andy CMO Knight-Sky says:
@*XO*:  Understood.

@ACTION: Jia is suddenly hit violently from behind and knocked to the deck, as two team members find themselves shoved aside - but see nothing.

TGS GS Oley says:
@::Exits the room and continues the sweep, moving down the corridor toward aft::
Andy SEC Ens Jia says:
@::Slumps to the deck, half in the corridor and half in the room still::
Andy CEO LtJG McQuade says:
@::Materializes on deck 11.  Near the main engineering doors.::  *XO*: Looks like I survived the breach on deck 3 and now on deck 11.  ::Opens one of the weapons lockers and pulls out a phaser rifle, wrist light and side arm.::  *XO*: Armed now.  I'm going to see what’s going on, but we need to act fast.  I think there was something down on deck 3.
Andy SEC PO3 Humphries says:
@ALL: Eh?  ::watches Jia fall, immediately looking around for the source of the push or strike::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
COM: USS Cataria: We'll keep an eye on the escape pods Commander.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Activates the gas::
SEC LtJG Roberge says:
CMO:  Doctor, I've got news from the bridge.  ::Attempts to be as businesslike and calm as possible, but the fact that he's got his phaser drawn and at the ready indicates there is something not-so-good going on::
MA SCPO Golarex says:
::Exits, sending tactical teams to check on main engineering, the generators, and transporter rooms by different routes, heading toward main engineering with his team::
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@*CEO*: Take a tactical team and start sweeping deck 3 then. SOPS and Claymore marines are searching deck 14 now

ACTION: Sensors show no cloaked intruders on that deck.

CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Sits down in her chair to rest as it feels like she's been on her feet for too long::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Having just emerged from her latest surgery, running through the scrubber, she looks up, and takes him in:: SEC: Out with it, Lieutenant.
Andy SEC PO3 Humphries says:
@Jia: Ensign!  Ensign!  ::Moves towards Jia, feeling for a pulse, while looking around wildly with his phaser trained forward::
aFCO Ens Miik says:
@*Bridge*: Flight control to bridge! We're---
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@*SOPS*: CEO thought there was something on deck 3 that shouldn't have been there. I'm sending him with a tactical team to start searching there too.
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@::Sees nothing, and backs out::

@ACTION: The aFCO's line is cut off by the sound of a scream, and the line goes dead.

Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@*XO*: Acknowledged. We're not seeing anything here so far.
Andy CMO Knight-Sky says:
@::Continues to stabilize those who are clinging to life by will alone.::
TGS GS Oley says:
@::Hears some shouting from the opposite direction::  Fireteam:  About face!  ::Trails the group as rearguard as Omar turns and leads the team at a jog back down the corridor::
Andy SEC PO3 Humphries says:
@*SOPS*: Humphries to Davis.
CNS LtJG Foster says:
CSO:  I'll let the crew know.  *Shipwide*:  We will be flooding the Claymore with a gas, this is intentional, to help tactical with their sweeps.  If you see anything out of the ordinary in it let tactical know immediately.
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@*SOPS*:  Flight control deck 12. Something in there right now!
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Adds a routine to the sensors and then begins a scan of the ship... a thorough one.::
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@::Starts locking down computer control and rerouting all systems away from decks 3, 12 and 14 for the time being::
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@*XO*: Acknowledged. I'm on the way.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CNS:  If anything invisible becomes visible... especially those.
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@*Tactical team*: Get to Flight control on deck 12 now.
Andy CEO LtJG McQuade says:
@*XO*:  I think I might have an idea sir.
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@Oley: Gunny, let's hit Flight control, Deck 12.
Andy CEO LtJG McQuade says:
@*XO*:  It’s not the smartest thing to do, but it might slow them down.
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
COM: USS Claymore: Thanks Captain not that I should have to say, but if they do anything to threaten the Claymore or the Starbase you have my full support in whatever actions you take.
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@*Humphries*: What is it?
SEC LtJG Roberge says:
CMO:  Ma'am, there's a possibility that there are Vroa aboard.  Commander Damrok has advised we move to the auxiliary medical bay...it's a more easily defensed location.  ::A bit on edge, both from Vroa threat and general anxiety talking to Raeyld, for some reason::
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@*CEO*: I'll take any ideas right now
MA SCPO Golarex says:
::Grins wide at the announcement and enters main engineering, tensing in readiness while searching just in case gas reveals anything::
Andy SEC PO3 Humphries says:
@*SOPS*: Jia's been hit...no idea what happened.
Tactical says:
@*XO*: Aye sir. Sending two more teams.  We have only one team left, and myself, sir.
Andy CEO LtJG McQuade says:
@*XO*:  Have the Claymore hit the Cataria with a positive charged beam from their main deflector.  It’s going to hurt like hell but it should disrupt anything touching the decking.
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@::Turns towards the turbolift, now on the jog::
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@*SOPS* The CEO has a crazy idea that might shock everything aboard but potentially disrupt the cloak the Vroa use. Going to give it a shot, keep your eyes open...
CO Capt T’Shara says:
COM: USS Cataria: Understood Commander.  I will do what it takes to protect the Claymore and her crew you don't have to worry.
TGS GS Oley says:
@::After a moment::  SOPS:  Roger that, Sir.  We're right behind you.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Blinks a moment, and shakes her head:: SEC: I appreciate the concern, Lieutenant. But neither the secondary nor tertiary bays have full surgical facilities. If my surgeons leave here, more people will die than otherwise.
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@::Enters the lift and waits for Oley::
TO LtJG Kytides says:
CTO:  Nothing seems to be in the path, Sir.  They could have a base or staging ground in that direction, or they could have been trying to return to their space.
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@COM: USS Claymore: Captain, my CEO has a crazy idea. If you hit the Cataria with a light positive charged beam from the main deflector it will shock everything aboard and may disrupt the cloak they use.
CNS LtJG Foster says:
::Nods to Senn.::  CSO:  Well I better get going, seems i'm in charge of the aux med bay so should back to it.
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@*Humphries*: Contact medical and continue sweeping the deck. We'll send another team down.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
SEC: If it becomes a direct order, I'll deal with that... But until that time, I will remain here. The other surgeons may, of course, make their own decision whether to evacuate to a more defensible position.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
TO:  Noted.  Compile a report and forward the data to Starfleet -- if there are any scouting missions planned, they might want to focus on that course.
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@::Pauses, and points to two of the marines::  Marines: Head back down the other corridor and lend support.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CO: Captain, so far so good on our end.  What we see is what we have.  I will have the computer double check as we go.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
COM: USS Cataria: Understood.  I suggest any personnel make sure their not grounded.  I'll let you know before firing.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CSO: Commander Senn configure the deflector dish to send a positive high voltage beam directly at the USS Cataria ten second bursts on my mark.
SEC LtJG Roberge says:
::Shifts a bit, uncomfortable::  CMO:  Aye, Sir.  I'll inform the bridge.  ::After a hesitant pause::  He also suggests that if we bring patients over from the Cataria, we set up a secure, alternate sickbay facility.  ...Just in case.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Grabs his arm and gives him a quick kiss on the cheek::  CNS:  Keep your eyes open for anything.
Andy SEC PO3 Humphries says:
@*SOPS*: Aye, sir.
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@*Shipwide*: Everyone should make sure they aren't holding onto anything conductive pretty soon.
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@Turbolift: Deck 12.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Tails off and moves back down the corridor with Brelin::
TGS GS Oley says:
@::Waits in the turbolift, standing beside Davis, tense::
CNS LtJG Foster says:
::Returns the kiss with one of his own..::  CSO:  You too, do you want me to take Gladwyn to the med bay with me?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Nods as she catches the captain’s words and turns back around, a twinge in her hand as her fingers quickly begin the configuration.::
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@::Backs up against a wall on the bridge and has his phaser rifle ready on heavy stun waiting for any decloaks aboard the bridge::
TO LtJG Kytides says:
CTO:  Aye, Sir.  ::Compiles the report, sending it to Starbase 514::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CNS:  If you think it is safer... yes.
Andy CEO LtJG McQuade says:
@::Enters one of the engineering labs and pushes a non-conductive mat onto the deck.::
Andy CEO LtJG McQuade says:
@::Jumps up on the deck and crouches down.::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CO:  Captain, configuration complete.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CSO: Noted
Andy SOPS Cmdr Davis says:
@::Springs out on to Deck 12 this time::
Andy CMO Knight-Sky says:
@::Glances around.  Easier said than done.  Quickly does what she can.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
COM: USS Cataria: Commander we are firing beam in five seconds.  Be prepared.
TGS GS Oley says:
@::Takes the wall opposite Davis, in a crouch, watching closely for instructions::
Andy XO Cmdr Conor says:
@*Shipwide*: 5 seconds!
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CSO: Fire on my mark 4,   3,    2,   1, Fire!
CNS LtJG Foster says:
CSO:  It will be better defended .I will grab her on my way down.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Watches Theron for a moment before looking at her console.  At the count of one, she hits the button.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
SEC: I agree.  I'll allocate some personnel.
CNS LtJG Foster says:
::Moves to the lift and orders it to deck 2.::
SEC LtJG Roberge says:
::Hesitates again::  CMO:  ...Roger, Sir.  ::Nods once, somewhat awkwardly, then turns and moves away, quite tense::

ACTION:  The USS Claymore fires a large positively charged voltage beam directly at the USS Cataria.....

MA SCPO Golarex says:
::Taps his combadge while moving out from engineering and into the nearby turbolift::  *CTO*:  Deck 15 seems clear Sir, moving on.

*********************************** Pause Joint Mission **********************************
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